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Forming Lineages by Sticking Together
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Nature is replete with borderline cases that fall somewhere between organisms and com-
munities. One broad class of borderline cases are microbial groups partially formed by the
aggregation of cells from the environment, such as slime molds and dental plaque. Some
have argued that microbial aggregates do not form lineages because microbial aggregates
can acquire cells from the surrounding environment. Nevertheless, Haber (2016) has re-
cently suggested that microbial aggregates may form lineages, but he does not fully elabo-
rate his position.This paper argues that Haber’s suggestion is correct as long as a permissive
criterion of what constitutes a ‘lineage-generating entity’ is adopted. Different mechanisms
for lineage formation in microbial aggregates will be described to motivate this argument.
Unlike mammals, lineage formation in microbial aggregates is more dependent on ecolog-
ical factors and does not produce well-defined parent-offspring relations. Yet, focusing on
the formation of incipient lineages has the benefit of improving our understanding of the
processes that hold microbial aggregates together, and it helps bridge the gap between the
literature on biological individuality and recent work on microbial communities.
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1 Introduction
Nature is replete with borderline cases that fall somewhere between organisms and communities,
such as lichens, biofilms, and the Portuguese Man-of-War. At first glance, the existence of such
borderline cases might suggest that the concept of what constitutes an organism is too fuzzy
to be useful in evolutionary biology. Yet, the notion of organisms is entrenched within central
debates in evolution, including discussions over how fitness should be measured (Clarke 2010),
what the bearers of adaptations and fitness are (Lloyd 2012; Huneman 2013), and the status of
holobionts (Skillings 2016; Chiu and Eberl 2016). Finally, accounts of organisms can set the
stage for explanations of how multicellularity evolved. In particular, characterizing multicellular
organisms in terms of the level of cooperation between their cells suggests that their evolution
required the presence of mechanisms that could suppress conflict between cells (Bourke 2011;
Rainey and De Monte 2014; Queller 1997).
The obstacles associated with defining organisms bear striking similarities to the obstacles
faced by definitions of species (Clarke and Okasha 2013). As the debate over the species status
of red wolves illustrates, sometimes it is unclear whether a population forms a separate species
or is a member of an existing species (Cahill et al. 2016). One way to address borderline cases
of species is to follow David Hull (1978) into thinking that species are ‘lineage segments’ in
the sense that species are ancestral-descendant sequences of populations (De Queiroz 1998,
2007; Richards 2010; Ereshefsky 2001, 2014). Similar to species, however, other levels in the
biological hierarchy also produce lineages. For example, while animals often form lineages via
sexual reproduction, genes produce lineages via replication. As a result, multiple authors have
applied Hull’s approach to different levels in the biological hierarchy (Haber 2016; Eldredge
1985; D. Hull 1980; Vrba and Eldredge 1984).
This paper discusses the prospects of applying Hull’s approach to borderline cases of organ-
isms. Multicellular aggregates built by microbes, such as dental plaque and slime molds, will
be used as test cases. These microbial structures are particularly useful for evaluating Hull’s ap-
proach because they possess certain features associated with organisms (e.g., division of labor)
even though their constituent cell lineages do not necessarily run in tandem (Ereshefsky and
Pedroso 2015; Bapteste et al. 2012; Ereshefsky and Pedroso 2013). In fact, some authors have
claimed that microbial groups such as biofilms probably do not form lineages because they are
assembled via the aggregation of cells from the environment (Doolittle 2013; Doolittle and
Booth 2017; Clarke 2016; Booth 2014). Matt Haber (2016) has recently suggested that some
microbial aggregates may form lineages, but he does not fully elaborate on his position.The goal
of this paper is to evaluate Haber’s suggestion.
This paper provides a theoretical argument—albeit informed by empirical studies—that
Haber’s suggestion is correct as long as a permissive concept of a ‘lineage-generating entity’
is adopted. According to this concept, microbial aggregates are lineage-generating entities not
because they produce well-defined parent-offspring relations, but because they enable some of
their component cell lineages to run in tandem. For instance, genetically related cells within
biofilms tend to stay together because they live embedded in a sticky matrix (Nadell, Drescher,
and Foster 2016). In this way, microbial aggregates can be understood as functioning as ‘scaf-
folds’ that facilitate the evolution of lineages within them (Griesemer 2016). Focusing on the
positive assortment of cell lineages helps us understand what holds microbial aggregates to-
gether (Van Gestel et al. 2014), and how multicellularity might have evolved from unicellular
ancestors (DeMonte and Rainey 2014). Finally, adopting a more permissive account of lineage-
generating entities has the benefit of bridging the gap between the literature on biological indi-
viduality and recent work on microbial communities.
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This paper is divided into two sections. The first section introduces the lineage-based view
of biological individuality proposed by Haber (2016) and others. The second section applies
this view of biological individuality to microbial groups that are formed via aggregation, such
as slime molds and dental plaque.
2 IndividualThinking
2.1 Species, individuals, and fuzzy boundaries
If we only knew about the organisms that most people are familiar with such as dogs, cats and
other people, we would probably endorse the following concept of species: organisms come in
different kinds, such as cats and dogs; these kinds are non-overlapping (that is, these kinds do
not have members in common); and members of the same kind (or species) look alike.This view
of species may be called ‘the common sense view of species.’1 This common sense view of species
has the benefit of being straightforward, but it fails to accommodate less parochial examples. In
particular, this view of species conflicts with the fact that boundaries between species are not
always well-marked. Moreover, the existence of borderline cases of species is expected since the
evolution of new species is often a gradual process (Coyne and Orr 2004). A major limitation of
the common sense concept of species is, therefore, that variation between species is not always
discontinuous.
Motivated by developments in phylogenetic systematics during the 1970s,DavidHull (1978)
argued that species should be conceptualized as ‘biological individuals.’2 According to his view,
species are “spatiotemporally restricted” entities in the sense that conspecific organisms must
be linked by ancestor-descendant relationships. Organisms can share a recent ancestor but look
radically dissimilar (e.g., the rapid evolution of birds from dinosaurs), and organisms may look
similar without sharing a recent ancestor by virtue of convergent evolution. Hull’s position im-
plies that conspecific organisms can change in an open-ended fashion, and that genealogically
unrelated organisms must belong to different species no matter how similar they are. In a nut-
shell, his proposal is that species membership should be tied to common ancestry rather than
shared similarities. As a result, Hull’s account has the benefit of providing a concept of species
that does not assume that variation between species is discontinuous.
Several authors have further developed the view that species are individuals after Hull’s orig-
inal paper (e.g., De Queiroz 2007; Richards 2010; Ereshefsky 2010; Sober 1980). Still, their
positions share Hull’s assumptions that species taxa should be conceptualized as lineage seg-
ments, and that ancestor-descendant relationships are better at handling borderline cases of
species than shared similarities. In order to motivate these assumptions, consider a schematic
representation of a speciation event as shown in Figure 1. Since speciation is often a gradual
process, ‘gray zones’ are expected to evolve in which it may be indeterminate whether there are
two or one species. However, modeling species as non-overlapping kinds treats gray zones as ex-
ceptions and, consequently, the question of how gray zones generally evolve becomes neglected.
In contrast, the evolution of gray zones is expected if species are conceptualized as lineage seg-
1. Note that the common sense view of species is not identical to the view that species are natural kinds. That is
because prominent accounts of natural kinds allow for vague boundaries (e.g., Boyd 1999; Devitt 2008) or define
kinds in terms of relational properties rather than shared similarities (e.g., Laporte 2004; Okasha 2002).
2. Michael Ghiselin’s (1974) is also credited with introducing the view that species should be thought as bio-
logical individuals, but this paper focuses on Hull’s version of this view instead.
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of a species splitting into two other species over time. This figure
is based on De Queiroz (2007), Figure 1. Figure by author.
ments.3 As a result, viewing species as biological individuals appears to be especially suited to
the study of the evolution of borderline cases of species.
Like with species, controversies over definitions of organism often stem from disagreements
over how to handle borderline cases of organisms (Clarke and Okasha 2013). The folk concept
of ‘organism’ is suitable for familiar organisms, such as dogs and cats, but not when applied
to less familiar life forms, such as lichens and slime molds. Moreover, one major challenge for
definitions of organisms is that the features commonly used to determine whether something
is an organism, such as physiological integration, vary in degrees (Pepper and Herron 2008).
Accordingly, satisfactory accounts of organisms and species are expected to handle borderline
cases (Clarke and Okasha 2013). This suggests that Hull’s view of species might be co-opted
to tackle the question of how borderline cases of organisms should be characterized. This is
precisely the position that will be discussed in the next section.
2.2 Individual thinking and the problem of paradigm
Hull’s 1978 account of species illustrates a strategy for producing biological classifications which
states that being causally connected by ancestor-descendant relationships takes priority over
being similar. As Ereshefsky (2010) suggests, Hull’s strategy for defining species might be called
“individual thinking.”4 In fact, multiple authors have relied onD. L.Hull (1978) to propose that,
in addition to species, other levels of the biological hierarchy should be viewed as biological
individuals, such as higher taxa and organisms (e.g., Haber 2016; Eldredge 1985; Vrba and
Eldredge 1984; D. Hull 1980). Their proposal suggests that different levels of the biological
hierarchy can be thought of as “lineage-generating entities” (Haber 2012). This account of the
biological hierarchy sounds sensible, but is it useful when applied to lichens and other borderline
cases of organisms?
3. Modeling species as lineage segments leads to the question of how population lineages should be individuated.
See Sterner (2017) for a recent discussion of this topic.
4. In more detail, Ereshefsky (2010) discerns two strategies for producing classifications in science. ‘Kind think-
ing’ identifies “similarities that can be used in successful induction and explanation” (678). The classification of
chemical elements in terms of atomic numbers is an example of kind thinking. Hull’s account of species is a case
of ‘individual thinking’ in that conspecific organisms must be “appropriately causally related” rather than being
similar.
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Biologists and philosophers have developed multiple ways of categorizing borderline cases
of organisms (Wilson and Sober 1989; Folse and Roughgarden 2010; Bouchard and Huneman
2013; Herron et al. 2013; D. Hull 1980; Godfrey-Smith 2015, 2013; Clarke 2013). A common
strategy is to assume that being an organism is a matter of degree and, accordingly, that some
collectives are more organism-like than others (Pepper and Herron 2008; Queller and Strass-
mann 2016, 2009; Díaz-Muñoz et al. 2016; Haber 2013). By relying on a particular metric,
such as the level of physiological integration (e.g., Pradeu 2012), gradient accounts of organ-
isms provide a unified account of a whole spectrum of organism-like structures, from microbial
consortia to humans.
Gradient approaches to organisms typically select a paradigmatic organism case against
which the other organism-like structures are contrasted with (Pepper and Herron 2008). For
instance, one might assume that paradigmatic organisms are genetically homogeneous and, ac-
cordingly, that collectives can be more or less organism-like depending on their genetic homo-
geneity (Santelices 1999). A potential challenge with gradient approaches is that the choice of
the paradigmatic cases might be arbitrary and biased towards mammals which, in turn, might
cause us to neglect alternative ways evolution can produce organism-like structures (Ereshefsky
and Pedroso 2015; O’Malley and Dupré 2007; McConwell 2017; Dupré and O’Malley 2009).
Moreover, given the diversity of life in nature, the supposition that there exists a single type
of paradigmatic organism should invite some skepticism. This is essentially what Haber (2013)
calls the problem of paradigm with gradient accounts of organisms; viz., “the presumption of a
paradigmatic organism against which all others must be judged” (196).
This ‘problem of paradigm’ suggests that individual thinking is especially useful when it
comes to borderline cases of organisms. Biological individuals do not seem to face the prob-
lem of paradigm because they are defined in terms of common ancestry rather than shared
similarities (Haber 2013).5 Consequently, there is no presumption that there is a single type
of paradigmatic organism that other organism-like collectives should be contrasted with. In
this way, individual thinking appears to provide a better strategy for capturing the diversity of
organism-like collectives when compared to gradient approaches.6 Still, the utility of individual
thinking ultimately depends on whether it can be successfully applied to particular biological
cases. Motivated by the fact that borderline cases of organisms are ubiquitous in the microbial
world (Claessen et al. 2014), the next section applies individual thinking to microbial groups
that are formed by aggregation, such as dental plaque and slime molds. As will be discussed,
individual thinking is useful to understand how microbial aggregates hold together but, in or-
der to accomplish that, the criterion of what counts as a ‘lineage-generating entity’ should be
relaxed. Nonetheless, a more permissive concept of lineage-generating entity has a better chance
of capturing the less paradigmatic cases of organisms.
5. The expression “biological individual” is often used in the literature to refer to the units of selection; i.e., the
units upon which natural selection operates. In particular, multiple authors follow Lewontin (1970), who espouses
that the units of selection should exhibit heritable variation in fitness. The expression “biological individual” is
being used in a different sense in this paper. The reason for this is that a level in the biological hierarchy can form
lineages without being units of selection. For instance, the assumption that biological species form lineages does
not imply that species are units of selection. A further argument would need to be provided to show that the type
of lineage produced by species also exhibit heritable variation in fitness. Particular levels in the biological hierarchy
such as genes can form lineages and be units of selection, but that is not necessarily always the case. I thank one of
the reviewers for asking me to clarify this point.
6. Haber’s position is analogous to ‘species eliminativism’ in biological systematics according to which the species
rank has outlived its usefulness and, for this reason, should be eliminated (e.g., Mishler 1999; Ereshefsky 2001).
Similarly, Haber (2013) claims the concept of organism should be abandoned because the concept of ‘organism’
can obfuscate matters in that it can push certain biological factors into the background.
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3 Applying IndividualThinking toMicrobial Examples
3.1 The challenge posed by aggregation
Microbes often live in association with multicellular structures which are assembled in differ-
ent ways (Claessen et al. 2014; Bonner 1998; Grosberg and Strathmann 2007). Cells might
fail to completely separate after cell division as in the case of filamentous cyanobacteria and
the ‘snowflake’ yeast (Schirrmeister, Antonelli, and Bagheri 2011; Ratcliff et al. 2015; Ratcliff
et al. 2012). Alternatively, microbial clusters can be partially formed via the aggregation of dif-
ferent cells as illustrated by biofilms and slime molds (Hall-Stoodley, Costerton, and Stoodley
2004; Gadagkar and Bonner 1994; Tarnita, Taubes, and Nowak 2013).7 This section focuses on
microbial groups formed via aggregation.
One major difficulty in applying individual thinking to microbial aggregates is that they do
not form parent-offspring relations (Ereshefsky and Pedroso 2015; Bapteste et al. 2012). Some
animals possess a development program that ensures the assembly of a new organism is a ‘closed
process’ in the sense that every cell in the adult organism comes from cell division from the same
cell (e.g., zygote). In contrast, the assembly of microbial aggregates is an ‘open process’ in that
cells which happen to be in the vicinity can join the aggregate (Leigh 1995; Bourke 2011). As a
result, the cell lineages in microbial aggregates do not necessarily run in tandem across successive
aggregates.
Microbial aggregates are unlikely to form biological individuals if their composition con-
stantly changes over time due to aggregation. Some authors have claimed that aggregation prob-
ably causes the composition of microbial communities to drastically change over time (Clarke
2016; Doolittle and Booth 2017; Booth 2014). Recent work from microbial ecology does sup-
port this claim (Boon et al. 2014). For example, Burke et al. (2011) found that the composition
of the microbial communities associated with a type of green alga are highly variable. According
to this study, even though different microbial communities expressed similar functionality—e.g.,
they produced a sticky matrix, the microbial communities colonizing different algal hosts were
highly variable. That is, all the communities expressed similar functions, but those functions
were often implemented by different types of microbes. As Burke et al. (2011) elaborate, this
observed pattern is probably due to a combination of deterministic and stochastic factors. A
microbe must possess some capabilities in order to associate with the alga, but distantly related
microbes can share the same abilities. As a result, the microbes that associated to the alga were
those able to perform a particular function (deterministic factor), but that also happened to be
in the vicinity (stochastic factor).
At first glance, the stochastic factor associated with aggregation seems to undercut Haber’s
(2016) suggestion that individual thinking can be fruitfully applied to microbial aggregates.
However, there also exist examples of microbial communities that are formed by aggregation
with cells that are highly genetically related. A striking example involves multicellular fruiting
bodies formed by the amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum. Even though these fruiting bodies are
formed via aggregation, fruiting bodies living in the wild exhibited high levels of genetic re-
latedness (Gilbert and Foster 2007). In fact, the genetic relatedness of the collected fruiting
bodies turned out to be higher than most eusocial insect colonies. Studies such as this one in-
dicate that the stochastic component associated with aggregation can be somehow constrained.
7. This is not to say that incomplete fission cannot occur during biofilm formation. In particular, Bacillus subtilis
cells form chains due to incomplete cell division at the onset of biofilm formation but, as the biofilm continues to
grow, the chains break apart which allows their cells to detach from each other (Vlamakis et al. 2013; Kobayashi
2007).
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It is not true that aggregation necessarily causes a microbial collective to constantly change its
composition in an open-ended fashion (Pedroso 2017).8
The next section discusses different evolutionary processes that can limit the amount of
variation within a microbial aggregate (see Table 1 below for an outline). It will be suggested
that these processes might facilitate the evolution of ‘incipient lineages.’
3.2 The evolution of incipient lineages
Microbial aggregates can be composed by genetically related cells due to founder effects in which
a new population starts with a few members of the original population (Pedroso 2018). An
instructive class of cases consists of pathogen populations that pass through bottlenecks when
infecting a new host (Abel et al. 2015). For example, direct visualization of the diarrhea-causing
pathogen Vibrio cholerae during the infection of the small intestine in infant mice shows that
microbial aggregates are mostly founded by single cells (Millet et al. 2014).The assumption that
the composition of microbial aggregates are bound to change in an open-ended fashion loses
its force once the ecological circumstances—e.g., host-pathogen interactions—are taken into
account. Moreover, recognizing that some microbial aggregates are composed of genealogically
related components partially explains their resilience because high genetic relatedness can sup-
press the evolution of cheater cells via kin selection (Griffin, West, and Buckling 2004; Gilbert
and Foster 2007).
Cells within microbial aggregates are not always genetically related, however. In particular,
biofilms are typically genetically diverse communities that are composed by multiple species
(Nadell, Xavier, and Foster 2009; Stewart and Franklin 2008). As a result, one might think that
tracking genealogical relationships is of limited utility in the case of a multispecies biofilms—or
other diverse aggregates—because new cell types are continuously acquired from the environ-
ment. Still, the spatial distribution of genetic variants within a biofilm is often non-random
(Elias and Banin 2012). Cells within a biofilm tend to form clonal patches since microbial cells
undergo clonal division in a viscous matrix (Flemming and Wingender 2010). Additionally,
differences in metabolic capabilities can cause cells in a biofilm to be spatially structured in a
particular way (Stewart and Franklin 2008). For instance, a species can form a mantle over an-
other species in a biofilm depending on the type of symbiotic relationship (Hansen et al. 2007).
The fact that biofilms are often spatially structured communities suggests that tracking ge-
nealogical relationships within a biofilm may help with understanding their dynamics. For ex-
ample, computer simulations and empirical evidence indicate that cell lineages can segregate
from each other as a biofilm grows (Nadell, Foster, and Xavier 2010; Kreft 2004; Van Gestel et
al. 2014). Specifically, Van Gestel et al. (2014) observed that cell lineages in B. subtilis biofilms
tended to segregate when the cell density of the founding population was low, but not when
it was high. The evolution of lineage segregation is, in turn, relevant to explain the persistence
of cooperation within biofilms because cooperators are more likely to persist in a population
when they are spatially segregated from non-cooperators (Fletcher and Doebeli 2009). Hence,
tracking lineages might be crucial for understanding the dynamics of microbial aggregates even
when they are composed of multiple strains.
8. Gilbert and Foster (2007) suggest that the observed high genetic relatedness of fruiting bodies might have
been caused by kin discrimination or limited dispersal. See Strassmann, Gilbert, andQueller (2011) for a discussion
of kin discrimination in microbes.
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Mechanism Examples
Founder effects Infection of a new host (Abel et al. 2015);
V. cholerae colonization (Millet et al. 2014).
Lineage segregation Simulations of biofilm growth (Nadell, Foster, and Xavier 2010);
B. subtilis biofilms (Van Gestel et al. 2014).
Lineage assortment Clumping dispersal (Hall-Stoodley and Stoodley 2005);
Coaggregation (Rickard et al. 2003);
Kin discrimination (Strassmann, Gilbert, and Queller 2011).
Table 1: Mechanisms for incipient lineage formation in microbial aggregates.
Although not every cell lineage runs in tandem across successive biofilms, a case could be
made that some cell lineages might stay together across different biofilms depending on the
type of dispersal. One type of dispersal in biofilms involves releasing individual cells into the
environment (McDougald et al. 2011). In other cases, however, dispersal cells can travel in
clumps that are shed from the biofilm due to environmental disturbances, such as fluid shear
(Hall-Stoodley and Stoodley 2005; Hall-Stoodley, Costerton, and Stoodley 2004). Clumping
dispersal could cause some cell lineages that tend to occur close to each other to travel together
across biofilms. Although biofilms do not form well-defined parent-offspring relations as some
animals do, biofilms could still share some of their component lineages via clumping dispersal.
Microbial aggregates are more likely to share lineages if there is a mechanism that ‘chooses’
which types of cells could join a newly formed aggregate. In fact, ‘co-aggregation mechanisms’
do exactly that by relying on a system of molecular receptors to determine which pair of species
can attach to each other in a biofilm (Rickard et al. 2003).9 Co-aggregation illustrates that
mixed biofilms do not necessarily pick up any cells that happen to be nearby. Furthermore,
co-aggregation mechanisms can enable symbiotic interactions between different strains.10 For
example, two species associated with dental plaque formation, Streptococcus oralis andActinomyces
naeslundii, were observed to grow under certain conditions when co-aggregated, but not when
alone (Palmer et al. 2001).
Table 1 summarizes the three mechanisms that cause cell lineages to stay together: founder
effects, lineage segregation, and lineage assortment. Founder effects can increase the genetic
relatedness of the cells in an aggregate via exogenous factors, such as finite resources and host
defense mechanisms. Lineage segregation can cause cooperative cells to segregate from cheater
cells due to the mechanical features associated with biofilm growth. Finally, lineage assortment
can increase the chance that certain cell lineages will co-occur. These mechanisms can also op-
erate simultaneously. For instance, the study by Van Gestel et al. (2014) mentioned previously
discusses how founder effects can drive lineage segregation. These previously mentioned mech-
anisms are, in turn, relevant to understand the evolutionary dynamics of microbial aggregates.
Founder effects and lineage segregation can restrain conflict within an aggregate by increasing
the chance that cooperators interact with other cooperators. Additionally, lineage assortment
can facilitate synergistic interactions within microbial aggregates by increasing the chance that
certain cell types will aggregate with each other.
9. This is not to say that some strains can co-aggregate with multiple partners. Fusobacterium nucleatum can, for
instance, co-aggregate with multiple oral bacterial species (Kolenbrander et al. 2010).
10. Additionally, synergistic interactions between strains can facilitate the evolution ofmore obligate partnerships
via loss-of-function mutations (Morris, Lenski, and Zinser 2012).
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Altogether, the mechanisms cited above suggest that microbial aggregates can be thought
of as lineage-generating entities. Microbial aggregates would be lineage-generating entities not
because they produce well-defined parent-offspring relations as some mammals do, but because
they enable their component cell lineages to stay together. To use Griesemer’s (2016) apt term,
microbial aggregates function as a type of ‘scaffold’ that facilitate the evolution of lineages within
them by enabling some of their cell lineages to stick together. For instance, biofilms that disperse
by shedding clumps enable some of their cell lineages to travel together across biofilms even
though not every cell lineage in a biofilm runs in tandem during dispersal. Similarly, cell lineages
within biofilms can remain together during growth due to lineage segregation.The mechanisms
mentioned in Table 1 thus suggest that being a lineage-generating entity is not an all-or-nothing
affair, but a matter of degree. Accordingly, as Haber (2016) proposes, microbial aggregates can
be represented as lineage-generating entities after all.
Adopting a more permissive account of lineage-generating entities can be particularly useful
at explaining different types of biological phenomena (Bapteste 2014; Bapteste et al. 2012; De
Monte and Rainey 2014; Ereshefsky and Pedroso 2015; Corel et al. 2016; Dupré and O’Malley
2009). For example, DeMonte and Rainey (2014) focus on the earlier stages of the evolution of
multicellularity when parent-offspring relations are poorly defined. In order to represent these
earlier stages, De Monte and Rainey allow two aggregates to be considered as genealogically
related even when they only partly share their cell lineages. Their working hypothesis is that
understanding the evolution of borderline cases of organisms is crucial for explaining how mul-
ticellular life evolved from single cells.
In conclusion, the case of microbial aggregates suggests that individual thinking might be
especially useful for representing borderline cases of organisms. Microbial aggregates do not
produce well-defined parent-offspring relations, but their component cell lineages are not ran-
domly assembled either. In this way, microbial aggregates are lineage-generating entities in the
sense that they facilitate the evolution of lineages within them by enabling some of their cell
lineages to stick together. Multiple studies indicate that tracking cell lineages helps explain
the dynamics of microbial aggregates and other biological phenomena, such as the evolution
of multicellularity from unicellular ancestors. Therefore, representing microbial aggregates as
biological individuals is not only feasible, but it also helps bridge the gap between the more
theoretical literature on biological individuality and recent work on microbial communities.
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